
 



 

 

18. Louise Despont: Energy Scaffolds and Information Architecture at the Drawing Center 

 
Installation view, Louise Despont: Energy Scaffolds and Information Architecture at the Drawing Center (photo by 
Claire Voon/Hyperallergic) 

January 22–March 20 

If you believe that there’s some force or energy generated by the totality of mental effort 
being spent by people who are awake and conscious at the same time, you might call that, like 
a friend of mine does, the mind-net. During the daylight hours in New York City, the mind-
net is up, and too many things arrive at the same time. For those who are sensitive to the 
city’s relentless demands, it’s more than frenetic, worse than noisy — it’s essentially 
unmanageable, with only brief windows of accomplishment that let light through. But this 
exhibitionshut down the system for a while. Louise Despont worked on graph paper (the kind 
you used to do high school geometry assignments on) to make large-scale drawings in 
soothing pastels, with a mix of human figures and geometric abstraction. The drawn lines in 
each work were said to represent the invisible structures and energy pathways that circulate 
through and around the human body. The drawings certainly were meditative, lifting me 
upwards and away to waft towards freedom. But the hold of the net was not fully broken until 
I heard the music of Aaron Taylor Kuffner’s “gamelatron,” an instrument he created that is a 
mechanized version of the gamelan, a traditional Balinese and Javanese orchestra of drums, 
vibraphones, bells, chimes, and gongs. Listening closely to the music as the patterns repeated, 
the drawings became endless mandalas for an infinite universe made available for me to 
explore. —Seph Rodney 



 
 

Louise Despont 
at Nicelle Beauchene, 

through May 24 
327 Broome Street 

Louise Despont has been showing her intricate drawings in colored pencil and graphite at 

Nicelle Beauchene since the gallery first opened; "Harmonic Tremor" is her fourth show at 

the Lower East Side space since 2008. Despont returns to South Asia (the works in her 2010 

show were created during a Fulbright Fellowship in India), this time focusing on canang sari, 

a daily offering Balinese Hindus make to their supreme God, as well as the spiritual 

importance of volcanoes. (A "harmonic tremor" refers to the release of seismic energy that 

precedes a volcanic eruption.) The eight drawings in the show—some on only a few antique 

ledger book pages, others on a dozen or more that together form larger sheets—present 

abstract geometric forms and radiating sound waves layered over topographic depictions of 

waterways, volcanoes and other markers of the Balinese landscape.  
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Above: Kasper Sonne in his Brooklyn  
studio. Left: Sonne’s Borderline (New 
Territory) No. 19, 2013.

I n today’s constantly expanding,  
hot-as-ever art world, the greatest 
thrill for many collectors, dealers, and 
curators is to spot talents early—before 

critical and market consensus makes 
them stars. On the following pages we 
profile eight on-the-rise artists—some 
well-known to insiders but poised for 
wider recognition and others whose 
voices are only beginning to be heard. 
Their work varies broadly in terms of 
style, from process-driven abstractions to 
daring reinventions of traditional genres 
and crafts. But no matter the medium  
or moment in their career, this much feels 
safe to say: Expect big things. 

LOUISE DESPONT
Having developed a deeply meditative, 
highly controlled approach to drawing, 
Despont uses compasses and other 

!"#$%& '"()'*+&) 
Wide-ranging in vision, these eight up-and-coming  

art-world talents are making waves and heading for stardom

drafting tools to render wildly intricate 
motifs on antique ledger paper. The works 
range in size from a single sheet to dozens 
of pages. All lull the viewer into reverie 
with their richly layered geometric 
patterns. For inspiration, the peripatetic 

ART SCENE

artist—she splits her time between  
Bali and New York—pulls from subjects  
as varied as astronomy, literature, and 
architecture. “She’ll always be an artist’s 
artist,” says Dustin Yellin, a painter-
sculptor whose Brooklyn nonprofit arts 
space, Pioneer Works, mounted 
Despont’s celebrated solo show this past 
summer. “But she’s an artist for the people 
too. She’s going to be everywhere.”  
One place to find her will be Manhattan’s 
Drawing Center, which is organizing  
an exhibition of her work for early 2016.

 
KASPER SONNE
Each hauntingly lyrical painting by this 
New York–based Danish visionary begins 
as a mono chromatic canvas. Some he sets 
on fire, guiding the flames to leave graphic 
voids; others he douses with chemicals 
to tease out apparitional abstractions 
from the pigments. Sonne is in such high 
demand that there’s been an 80-person 
waiting list for his pieces at his New  
York gallery, the Hole. “When I first saw 
his works I found them beautiful,  
with an edge of something darker,” says 
collector Robert Suss, an early patron.  
“It’s that juxtaposition of creation and 
destruction—knowing something has been 
damaged while maintaining something 
mesmerizing.” Next up for Sonne is a  
2015 solo show at Galerie Jeanroch Dard’s 
buzzy new Brussels space.

Artist Louise Despont with an array of  
her drawings in her New York work space. 
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DANIEL GORDON
Meticulously arranged and undeniably 
gorgeous, the work of this Brooklyn  
photographer requires an almost perverse 
amount of preparation. Cutting up 
hundreds of images from magazines, 
newspapers, and printouts, he constructs 
elaborate three-dimensional collages—
primarily still lifes or portraits—and 
photographs them against graphic 
backdrops, enhancing colors and shadows 
in postproduction before making a  
final chromogenic print. (His latest pieces 
are on view through December 20 at 
Wallspace gallery in New York.) His time-
intensive labors haven’t gone unnoticed: 
Earlier this year he received the 
prestigious Foam Paul Huf Award for a 
photographer under the age of 35. 

SAM MOYER
This Brooklyn artist has repeatedly tested 
the boundaries of painting—bleaching 
canvases or stitching Barnett Newman–
like configurations from movers’ blankets. 
But her sold-out show at the Rachel Uffner 
Gallery last spring marked a breakthrough 
for Moyer. Pursuing an intriguing vein  
in trompe l’oeil, she paired broken sheets 
of marble with canvases that were dyed  
to mimic stone and shaped to fit flush 
against the slabs. “She stepped up and took 
her surfaces and scales into realms less 
predictable,” says critic Jerry Saltz. “She is 
striking her own ideas of composition and 
hopefully will take on other materials.” 

JOHN HOUCK
In the past year, photo works by this  
L.A. artist have landed in the collections 
of the Guggenheim and the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art. It’s easy to  
see why. Houck, who studied computer 
science, architecture, and fine art, uses 
complex imagery to explore a broad 
array of themes, from digital technology 
to memory. The results range from 
crisply composed still lifes to the  
ombré abstractions of his acclaimed 
“Aggregates” series. For that ongoing 
project, Houck codes multicolor grids, 
which he prints, creases, and then 
photographs, creasing the results  
again (and often repeating the entire 
process) so that certain folds are three-
dimensional and others exist only in  

An installation view of three recent works 
from John Houck’s “Aggregates” series.

From California, 2014, by Sam Moyer. 

Photographer 
Daniel Gordon 
with his camera 
in New York. Top: 
His 2014 work 
Summer Fruit. 
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the picture. That his oeuvre defies sim- 
ple categorization suits Houck’s admirers  
just fine—he’s scheduled to be in six 
exhibitions next year. 

GRAHAM WILSON
Last winter’s polar vortex sent many  
New Yorkers into a serious seasonal 
depression, Wilson included. But this 
Kentucky-born talent—then an art 
handler for Hauser & Wirth—used those 
doldrums to fuel a stunning body of  
work, shredding 50 of his failed canvases, 
soaking their scraps in mineral spirits  
and paint stripper, then weaving and 
wrapping those remnants into textured 
tableaux. After Hauser & Wirth director 
Anna Erickson saw them, she staged a 
pop-up show in Brooklyn, selling out the 
series. “Ever since, his work has been on 
waiting lists,” Erickson says. Wilson’s first 
proper solo exhibition opens November 15 
at Mon Chéri gallery in Brussels, with 
others upcoming at Milan’s Brand New 
Gallery and Dublin’s Ellis King. 

Louise Despont Nicelle Beauchene 
Gallery, New York, 
nicellebeauchene.com.

Daniel Gordon Wallspace,  
New York, wallspacegallery.com.

John Houck On Stellar Rays,  
New York, onstellarrays.com.

Takuro Kuwata Salon 94,  
New York, salon94.com.

Sam Moyer Rachel Uffner Gallery, 
New York, racheluffnergallery.com.

Kasper Sonne The Hole, New York, 
theholenyc.com.

Jessica Warboys Gaudel de 
Stampa, Paris, gaudeldestampa.fr.

Graham Wilson Mon Chéri, 
Brussels, moncheri.co.

WHERE TO  
FIND THE WORK

JESSICA WARBOYS
Lots of emerging artists are engaging 
Mother Nature in their practices—few to 
more potent effect than this rising star, 
based in London. To create her coveted 
sea paintings, she applies raw pigment  
to damp folded canvases and submerges 
them along the shore, producing vivid 
swaths that echo the water’s ebb and flow. 
These tidal works helped nab Warboys  
a fall 2015 solo show at England’s Tate  
St. Ives museum. (The exhibition will  
also include her films, sculptures, and 
performance pieces.) “They’re a mark  
of time and material culture captured as 
an actual event,” explains Tate curator 
Sara Matson. “They also resonate strongly 
with the Western tradition of landscape 
painting, from Turner to Twombly.”

TAKURO KUWATA
Ceramics, long marginalized in the 
contemporary art world, continue to gain 
traction among critics and collectors 
thanks to innovators like this Japanese 
dynamo. To realize his unconventionally 
elegant pieces, with their odd fractures 
and robust accumulations, he combines 
centuries-old techniques with brash 
experimentation—embedding rocks so 
that his vessels burst when fired, or 
covering his forms in precious metals that 
clump and ooze in the kiln. These works 

have found prominent champions, among 
them tastemaking New York dealer 
Jeanne Greenberg Rohatyn, whose Salon 94 
gallery mounted Kuwata’s first U.S.  
show in 2013, and auctioneer turned 
curator Simon de Pury. “He’s got his own 
com pletely personal language,” says  
De Pury, who included Kuwata in a recent 
exhibition at the Venus over Manhattan 
gallery. “You can’t escape being fascinated.” 
—!"#$%&' ('&)(*& %)+ 
,%!&( -%.!/

Below: Graham Wilson in his 
Brooklyn studio. Right: One of 

his 2014 paintings, Who’s Afraid. 

An installation view of some 2012 examples  
from Jessica Warboys’s “Sea Paintings” series.

A 2013 vessel with a pink-slipped-  
and-gilt exterior and a 2014 gilded bowl,  

both by Takuro Kuwata.
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Louise Despont: ‘Tide Fulcrum & 
the Motion of Fixed Stars’ 
 
By KAREN ROSENBERG 
 

Nicelle Beauchene Gallery 
327 Broome Street 
Between Chrysite Street and Bowery 
Lower East Side 
Through Jan. 20 

 

 
Louise Despont’s drawings cherry-pick 
abstract motifs from various ancient 
cosmologies, coaxing them together with 
delicate strokes of graphite and colored 
pencil. They evoke astrolabes, zodiac 
charts and the work of the Swiss artist-
healer Emma Kunz, though they lack the 
visual and spiritual clarity of Kunz’s 
pendulum drawings. 

Ms. Despont draws on pages from 
antique ledger books, which are 
interesting in their own right. She fills 
the sheets with neat, diagrammatic 
arrangements of floral starbursts and 
overlapping diamonds, her gentle 
shadings of pencil punctuated by the 
occasional dot of copper leaf. Often the 
graceful longhand of the ledger books is 
visible beneath the layers of drawing;  
their rows of numbers work with Ms. 
Despont’s patterns to conjure mystical 
calculations. 

 

 

The exhibition, which inaugurates the 
gallery’s lofty new space on Broome 
Street, feels overpacked; it could have 
done with fewer of the smaller, paired 
drawings, which become repetitive. 

The big works, however, are ambitious. 
One of them, “Serpens,” transposes a 
Greek constellation onto an intricate 
Persian rug design. Green snakes 
wriggle across a rust-colored geometric 
background. Large images of stringed 
instruments, flowering gardens, and the 
head of Medusa anchor other multisheet 
drawings, lending some welcome order 
to Ms. Despont’s multifarious,  
pantheistic and generally bewildering 
universe. 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 
On yellowing pages from unbound antique ledgers, taking loose inspiration from 
constellation diagrams, alchemy, Himalayan mandalas, Emma Kunz and Persian 
carpets, Louise Despont draws with colored pencils. She also uses plastic guides 
that allow her to create, with rapid crosshatching, forms that read as triangles or 
circles—but only roughly. The soft pencil lines and these implicit Euclidean shapes 
work so forcefully against the structural precision of Serpens, a red, carpet-like 
pattern of diamonds and triangles with stylized green snakes drawn across 30 ledger 
pages hung in a tight grid, that itʼs hard to know where to look. The double ledger 
pages, each creased in the middle from its binding, are hung sideways, with only the 



top halves affixed to the backing, so that the bottoms swing out gently and further 
complicate the pattern. 
 
With Serpens, the answer may be to look neither at nor through, but into. But the 
15 Constellation Symptoms, esoteric patterns on tall, narrow pages from an Indian 
ledger, usually framed in pairs, demand a more complex kind of looking. Drawn 
against green or blue skies contained in red grids, ornamented with white acrylic 
dots like needlepoint and small circles and squares of copper leaf, they waver over 
the line between foreground and background or drawn and undrawn, demanding 
impossibly equal attention to both. 
 
In part, this is because the soft blues and greens sit so uneasily against the beige 
paper; The Feast, therefore, a seven-foot-wide panorama drawn in simple graphite 
with discreet yellow accents, functions more like an ordinary drawing. If Serpens is a 
moral argument against universalism, insisting that each little figure is its own subject 
despite the dominating mirage of a total pattern, then The Feast is a partially 
abstracted but still sensual vision of an amusement park heaven: steps, curves, 
fountains, flowers, domes, figure-eight shapes alluding to seated buddhas, and 
angled lines like ski-lift wires crossing wavy dark hills in the background. (Through 
Jan. 20) 
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Louise Despont’s esoteric geometries express the unseen energy of the cosmos. 

by Andrea Codrington

The !rst time I visit Louise Despont’s studio in Brooklyn, it is a cold 
Saturday, and she answers the door dressed for a winter’s hiberna-
tion. Cocooned in a large sweater layered over what can only be 
described as a Secessionist union suit, her long dark hair loosely 
tied back, Despont looks as if she had stepped out of a !n de siècle 
tableau vivant. 
 Although she has just moved from Manhattan to this apartment 
in South Park Slope, it looks as if she’s lived here for years. The 
comfortable warren of rooms composing Despont’s "oor-through 
form a compelling cabinet of curiosities. The wood "oors are painted 
barn red and the walls lined with found photographs, architectural 
prints, natural-history reproductions, dried botanicals, and a series of 
intricately rendered graphite drawings on antique ledger paper that 
provides a consistent backdrop to her oeuvre.
  “I started collecting vintage ledgers in Providence,” says Des-
pont, who graduated from Brown in 2006 with a degree in art 

semiotics. “I found an old blank ledger in a mom-and-pop Por-
tuguese market and bought it to keep class notes and visual ideas 
in.” Intrigued by the boundaries imposed by the ledgers’ varying 
hairline rules, however, Despont soon started !lling in the pages’ 
negative space with Rorschach-like ink forms and pencil drawings 
that played o# the structure of the page. 
 Early pieces, such as her aptly titled 2006 Kaleidoscope  
Pages—a ledger spread adorned with symmetrical geometric 
shapes in subdued shades of gray and brown—are strongly remi-
niscent of the work of the early 20th-century artist mystics Emma 
Kunz and Hilma af Klint, and Despont admits to a fascination with 
both. A postgraduation trip to Switzerland to visit the Musée de l’Art 
Brut and the Emma Kunz Center intensi!ed the artist’s already avid 
engagement with arcana.
 With evocative titles like The Door, The Scale, The Hymn, and 
Writing Letters to the Shades, Despont’s work explicitly engages the 
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Kaleidoscope Pages, 2006. Ink and graphite on antique ledger-book pages, 12$ x 15$ in. OPPOSITE: Despont at work at the Sanskriti Kendra, Delhi.
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idea of art as a channeling and expression of spiritual energy. She 
comes by her interests naturally: Her mother is a healer who works 
speci!cally with the distilled energetic patterns of plants. “My work is 
all about the process of researching and reading in these subjects,” 
says Despont. “I have a particular interest in cosmologies—esoteric 
as well as metaphysical—and am drawn to such works.” In addi-
tion to books on Greek mythology and Egyptian art, her apartment 
is !lled with the writings of the 19th-century Swedish theologian and 
mystic Emanuel Swedenborg and the Austrian philosopher Rudolf 
Steiner, whose 1904 How to Know Higher Worlds provides her cur-
rent inspiration, with its meditations on the similarities and di"erences 
among animal, mineral, and plant forms. 
 Despont’s work is far more than Blavatsky-esque automatic writ-
ing, however. Her drawings display a rigor and attention to detail that 
testify to another fundamental in#uence: architecture. Her father—the 
renowned French-born architect Thierry Despont—supplied a brac-
ing structural and intellectual counterpoint to the New Age spirituality 
of her mother. “I’ve always used drawing as mediation between 
the two in#uences,” Despont says. “Everything in my work is about 
balance and shifts.”
 Despont creates her painstakingly !ligreed drawings using archi-

tectural stencils and a compass—an object that is itself an esoteric 
symbol, representing a balance between the physical and the spiri-
tual. The artist will spend in excess of 50 hours on a single drawing, 
building up an accretion of circles, curves, triangles, hexagons, and 
crenellations until the page is !lled to her liking—which, more often 
than not these days, means asymmetrically.
 Although these works are abstract, their ornate marks often take 
on uncannily pictorial aspects; the 2008 drawing Tomb features a 
softly undulant midsection that recalls breasts, while Swedenborg’s 
Index (2008) o"ers up a hollow-eyed skull. “I tend to work so closely 
on these drawings that it’s only when I back up that I begin to see 
the !gurative,” says Despont. “The stencils are amazing tools. They 
constantly surprise me.”
 While Despont’s drawings tend to project distinct—if unwit-
ting—lives of their own, her seven-minute-long !lm Experiments in 
Moving Drawings Parts I & II (2007) takes things a step further. Set 
against an eerily resonant soundscape of gear clicks, clock ticks, 
train whistles, and cello and sitar strains created by Despont and 
composer Joshua Sullivan, the !lm’s stop-action sequences artfully 
animate her drawings in a kind of inkblot ballet of visual effects. 
Abstract forms proliferate like cells dividing in mitosis; closely spaced N
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Correspondence I & II, 2008. Graphite on antique ledger-book pages, 15$ x 23 in.

“Being in India is such an amazing lesson in color. I’m especially attracted to          the sun-faded tones and the incredible patterns and prints in the clothing.”
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red and black lines glide across the page. Freed from the strictures 
of stasis, Despont’s drawings hint at what Steiner termed “sacred 
rituals unfolding, before listening spectators, in mighty pictures.”
 That Despont’s distinctive vision would !ourish in motion comes 
as no surprise, given that she spent her years at Brown making 
experimental "lms, the last of which, her 16-minute senior thesis 
And Lo, Guilharmenia (2006), was "nanced by an award from the 
Princess Grace Foundation. Despont’s most formative experience, 
however, was an internship in Stockholm with Swedish "lmmaker 
Roy Andersson, whose psychologically freighted, chromatically 
muted features, such as Songs for the Second Floor (2000), play 
against painstakingly handcrafted set designs.
 It was from Andersson that Despont learned about the power 
of color—or its absence. “At a certain point I got rid of color 
in order to focus completely on form,” Despont remarks of her 
distinctly black-and-white drawings. Having handily mastered the 
monochrome, however, the artist seems ready to begin experi-
menting with color again, however tentatively. She points to a wall 
over a rough-hewn work desk piled high with books, ink pots, and 
driftwood. “I’m doing these washing drawings,” says Despont, 
motioning to circles of softly blurred blue, gray, taupe, and brick 
that look like cutaway views of mineral specimens or, perhaps, 
exotic planets. “They’re about alchemy, about the way that water 
becomes a conduit for color in an altogether mysterious way.”

                                              *  *  *

 The next time I see Despont she is sitting on the !oor hunched 
over an expanse of paper surrounded by hundreds of paper 
scraps. To be truthful, it is a photograph of Despont that I am look-
ing at, and it is almost one year after our "rst encounter. She is 
now in Delhi on a Fulbright Fellowship and living in a Jainist artist 
residence in the southernmost part of the city, working on collages 

that in their visual 
language bear 
little resemblance 
to her ledger 
work—apart, 
of course, from 
her obsessive 
attention to detail 
and a sense of 
decoration that 
seems drawn 
from Gnostic 
wellsprings. 
 “Being 
here is such an 
amazing lesson 

in color,” she says 
to me over the phone. “I’m especially attracted to the sun-faded 
tones and the incredible patterns and prints in the clothing.” 
Delhi is readying an extensive elevated train system for the 2010 
Commonwealth Games, she tells me, and even this suggests 

poetic inspiration. “The crazy sca#olding, wood and rope ladders, 
hand-painted barriers, netting, lights, thick hazy dust, and pollu-
tion, topped o# by massive staircases jutting into the sky, are both 
futuristic and strangely reminiscent of the Jantar Mantar observa-
tories I’ve visited,” she says. “They work day and night, and in the 
evenings they look like insane spaceships aglow with lamps and 
men and women carrying materials piled high atop their heads.”
 Despont came to India to study the Warli tribal paintings of 
Maharashtra, Rajasthani tantric drawings, and the oddly modern 
astronomical observatories she mentions, built by the 18th-century 
ruler and mathematician-cum-architect Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. 
All three in!uences can be seen in her current production—out-
sized collages that depict impossible structures, elemental shapes, 

and a proliferation of exotic patterns. “I’ve been spending many 
afternoons in various libraries and photo archives looking through 
the endless books on miniatures, wall painting, textiles, and Jain 
cosmology,” she explains. “Mostly I’ve been working with the 
materials that are readily available, which are handmade natural-
dyed papers from a factory just down the road, inks, and a lot of 
experiments with the Xerox machine in the main o$ce where I’m 
staying.”
 In a few months, Despont will move on to Rajasthan, where 
she will study with female artisans in Kutch who are known for 
their extraordinary work with mirrored embroidery, and after that 
to Pondicherry, in the south, where she will be putting together a 
"nal animation and soundtrack inspired by her time in Delhi and 
Rajasthan and by the master "lmmaker Satyajit Ray. 
 Although India’s full impact on Despont’s elemental and esoteric 
work has yet to be seen, one thing is certain: No matter where one 
is, the soul’s secret language speaks to all who care to listen. And 
whether in northern India or south Brooklyn, Despont, for one, is 
sure to keep her ears open. �

Louise Despont will have a solo exhibition at the Nicelle Beauchene Gallery, 
New York, in September 2010, nicellebeauchene.com.N
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Swedenborg’s Index, 2008. Graphite on antique ledger-book pages, 38 x 40 in.

“Being in India is such an amazing lesson in color. I’m especially attracted to          the sun-faded tones and the incredible patterns and prints in the clothing.”

Entrance to Emptiness, 2008. Ink, graphite, and gouache on 
antique ledger-book pages, 14 x 18 in.



 



 
 
 
 

 
 
*Louise Despont: ‘House of Instruments,’ through Oct. 24. 
The graphite and watercolor drawings in this fine show were 
done during a stay this year in South India. Geometry rules; the 
work’s elaborate curvilinear designs were executed with drafting 
tools on the lined pages of antique ledger books. The effect is of 
fantastic growth rigorously contained, as in tantric diagrams and 
Indian temple and garden designs. At the same time, the spirit of 
pattern-obsessed Western precisionists like A. G. Rizzoli and 
Adolf Wolfli come to mind. Nicelle Beauchene Gallery, 21 
Orchard Street, Lower East Side , (212) 375-8043, 
nicellebeauchene.com. (Cotter) 



Friday, June 13th 2008

LOUISE DESPONT: ‘THE PLANT LIFE OF SAINTS’ A new
gallery starts well with the solo debut of Louise Despont, artist,
filmmaker and would-be visionary. Her geometric and foliate
patterns, usually symmetrical, fill antique graph-paper ledgers
with folk-art verve; her sculptures bring to mind early Carl Andre
railway-tie sculptures supplemented with choice thrift-shop
finds. The best impression is made by two short animations that
give the drawings’ patterns a chaste abandon. The antique
appearance might be reconsidered, but promise is evident.
Nicelle Beauchene Gallery, 163 Eldridge Street, near Delancey
Street, Lower East Side, (212) 375-8043. nicellebeauchene.com;
closes on Sunday. (Roberta Smith)



Dec’08

LOUISE DESPONT

NICELLE BEAUCHENE

Nicelle Beauchene, a new gallery on

the Lower East Side, opened with

Louise Despont’s “The Plant Life of
Saints,” the first show for the artist as

well.  Over the past couple of years,

Despont’s stop-motion animations have
screened in festivals across the U.S.,

but here her drawings and sculptures

outnumbered the films.  Despont

credits a number of sources and
theories, from tantric drawings to

telepathy, but it is Emma Kunz (1892-

1963), a Swiss healer, researcher, and
later, an artist, to whom Despont owes

the most. Like Kunz’s, Despont’s

drawings feature precise geometric
patterns, though Kunz’s, seen mainly

as an articulation of her spirituality and

research, are less freeform and have a brighter palette.  Despont sticks mostly to muted colors.

The gallery’s narrow space, a few steps below street level, was filled with 11 ink-and-graphite drawings
(all 2006 or 2007, most around 12 by 15 inches, though some as wide as 23 inches) and three assemblage

sculptures.  Despite the flea-market esthetic- the drawings are all on antique ledger pages and the sculptures

incorporate splintered blocks of wood and old tools- the installation was not haphazard; everything seemed to
have found its proper place.

The titles of the sculptures—Relics from a Shipwrecked Desk (No. 1, 2 and 3), all 2008—gave the show

a memorial air.  Each one suggests a story via a few carefully chosen items from someone else’s past, gently
placed on top of two or three blocks of wood.  In No.3, a coil of braided hair sits atop a stump next to a gnarled

branch, the whole thing resting against a rusty hand truck. No. 2 includes a magnifying glass that enlarges a

handwritten note and a black-and-white photo of waves.

The drawings, each spread across two side-by-side ledger pages attached as if they were still bound in
a book, are less narrative.  Some contain irregular stains and inkblots that look like flayed animal skins (Plant

Fugue No. 2), others resemble diagrams of solar systems (A Game of Nearness and Distance), while a few,

drawn with only graphite, approximate Native American rug patterns (Composition for Helen Keller, No.1).  A
couple of the drawings include headers that indicate the ledgers’ original uses, whether to record animal births,

fire insurance accounts or business expenses.

In an easy-to-miss cavelike room in the back were Experiments in Moving Drawings, Parts I & II

(2007), two 16mm films run sequentially and made from many of the drawings up front.  Initially, the drawings

don’t seem to easily lend themselves to animation.  But seeing them expand and contract in the film,

accompanied by found sounds that are by turns clunky and delicate, we can tell how they (like the sculptures)

are built up from layers of shapes, patterns, symbols and histories that Despont collects from mysterious, and

occasionally mournful, sources.

--Leigh Anne Miller

IMAGE: LOUISE DESPONT; A GAME OF NEARNESS AND DISTANCE, 2007, INK AND GRAPHITE ON ANTIQUE LEDGER BOOK

PAGES, 15 1/2 X 22 1/4 INCHES; AT NICELLE BEAUCHENE




